In collaboration with

The Tuesday Flowers
Block 5
(10’’ x 10’’ sewing margins non included)

General points:
The given measures for cutting the background include the ¼ " sewing margins, rounded up
to 1/2" for both.
For the appliqués, add your favorite sewing margins round the templates.
The measures on the illustrated plans are in the seams.
The cutting:
In a background fabric: 4 squares A of 5 ½’’ side
In a second and third fabric, for each: 1 band of 3/4’’ x 8’’ which will give the steams B
In a fourth and fifth fabric, for each: 2 pieces C (corollas)
In a sixth and seventh fabric, for each: 2 pieces D (center of the flowers)
In fabric 8: 8 semi-circles E
Ina fabric 9 : 4 triangles F et 4 semi-circle E
In a fabric 10 and 11, for each: 2 semi-circles E
Ina fabric 12 : 4 triangles F
CLOVER fusible bias tape maker ½ ’’ large ref: 4011 and the ¼ ’’ interlining ribbon 5mm
ref:4041
CLOVER mini ion 8003EU
Bohin temporary glue pen ref 65504
Freezer paper for the appliqués

Realisation:
Pattern 1: For one « unit 1 », draw the median with the erasable Clover pen on the right side
of a square A.
By transparence, report the pattern to applique by placing it in the middle on the median.

Patterns 2 and 3: With the help of the pattern for the colours, make a steam B (fabric 2) with
the fusible bias tape maker and the interlining ribbon (Clover). Applique this steam by
placing and conserving some a margin of fabric on each extremity. The upper extremity will
be covered by the corolla C and the lower extremity will be visible.
Then applique the corolla C (fabric 4) and the D center of the flower (fabric 6). Add the semicircle E (fabrics 9 and 10).
On the 2 triangles F (fabric 12), applique a semi-rond E (fabric 8). Applique these two
assemblies on the lowers angles og the unit. Cut the excess of fabric under the triangles F.
Make a second « unit 1 » the same.

Pattern 4:
With the help of the pattern, make 2 same « units 2 » by respecting the position of the
colours.

Pattern 5: Reconstitute the block on 2 lines by helping yourself with the patterns for the
display of the units. Sew these 2 lines together.

